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ANTIBIOTICS 
 

naturally occurring or human-made 

compounds, widely used for improving 

human, animal and plant health and for 

preventing and treating infections caused 

by pathogenic bacteria 

“One sometimes finds what one is 

not looking for” 

Alexander Flaming   

The discovery of penicillin (1928) 

 

A fungal contaminant, later identified as 

Penicillum notatum, inhibits the growth of 

Staphylococcus   

Penicillium colony 

 

Staphylococci undergoing lysis 

 

 

Normal Staphylococcus colony  

 

  

Source: Fleming’s Nobel Lecture 1945 



Outside of clinical contexts 

Uses and diffusion 

Therapeutic uses 

Alteration of community 
structure and of ecological 

function Development of 
Antibiotic resistant 

bacteria (ARB) 

Source: Andersson et al. 2014  

Chemical pollution 

..Over the past four decades, antibiotic resistance has 

reached alarming levels worldwide! 

…The trend is expected to continue to increase! 

Diffusion of 
Antibiotic resistance 

genes (ARGs) 



Genetic determinants of antibiotic resistance 

 

ARGs constitute the ANTIBIOTIC RESISTOME, which includes intrinsic 

resistance genes, acquired resistance genes, proto-resistance genes, silent 

resistance genes 

 

Diverse and abundant ARGs have been identified in several ecosystems 

(humans, animals, bodies of water, soils, permafrost, deep-sea sediments, etc.) 

 

 

Antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) 



When discovered...scientists believed that ARGs were evolved in bacteria, 

producing the antibiotics, and target bacteria in order to confer resistance and 

protect them against the effects of antibiotics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARGs have the primary function to regulate the responses induced from sub-

inhibitory doses of antibiotics  

Environmental roles of ARGs 

KILLING FUNCTION OF ANTIBIOTICS: 
  

Compounds produced by bacteria and fungi able of killing off  other 
microorganisms 

ENVIRONMENTAL FUNCTION OF ANTIBIOTICS: 
  

Sub-inhibitory doses of antibiotics play several roles in the environment as 
regulatory substances and signalling molecules in inter-bacterial 

communication 



Technologies to monitor Antibiotic resistance and 

ARGs 

Conventional culture-based 

techniques 
Molecular methods 



Conventional culture-based techniques 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

    

Enumeration and isolation of specific bacterial groups 

Multiple tests for the estimation of MIC (Minimum 

Inhibitory Concentration) 

ARGs in isolated resistant strains can be identified by 

PCR, amplifying specific target genes, or by annotation of 

genome sequences 

ADVANTAGES  

To establish direct links between  

•the resistance phenotype and the genotype; 

•ARGs and their bacterial hosts 

LIMITATIONS  

Laborious  

Time consuming 

Small fraction of cultivable bacteria from complex matrix 



Molecular methods for assessing ARGs 

They target DNA, or more rarely RNA or proteins,  

in the environmental samples  

ADVANTAGES 

They allow to: 

•avoid culture bias 

• provide direct access to the total pool of DNA in a sample 

•Targets are also relatively unambiguous 

 

 

 

LIMITATIONS  

They do not directly confirm functionality of the target within a viable host 

cell, although such information may be indirectly assessed through 

combination with other methods and appropriate experimental design 



Molecular methods 

Polymerase Chain Reaction–Based Assays 

Traditional Polymerase Chain Reaction 

 

Real-Time Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction 

 

PCR-based technologies are highly sensitive and 

relatively rapid in detecting ARGs 



Traditional Polymerase Chain Reaction 

PCR is a popular method widely applied to detect 

ARGs in samples from environment since at least 

2001  

LIMITATIONS  

 PCR is dependent on DNA extraction and DNA quality (to remove inhibitors!)  

 PCR can be prone to nonspecific reactions resulting in false positives 

 Traditional form of PCR is not quantitative, but only qualitative (ARGs are 

either present or below detection) 

It is an enzyme-based assay using 

oligonucleotide primers, which are 

complementary to the flanking regions of the 

target, to amplify target genes or gene fragments 

ADVANTAGES  

 PCR is highly sensitive 

 PCR provides relatively rapid results (2–3 h)  

 PCR yields direct information about the DNA sequence of interest 



 Selection of the appropriate DNA extraction procedures to optimize yield and 

purity, particularly for complex samples 

 Optimization of PCR amplification method to ensure comparability of results 

 To provide internal amplification controls to avoid false negatives or positives 

Before the PCR 

 To verify the expected product size by means of agarose gel electrophoresis 

 To sequence the PCR products from a representative subset of samples to 

ensure that the PCR is amplifying the target 

 To compare sequence with GenBank or other databases in order to verify the 

specificity of the target 

After the PCR 

Traditional Polymerase Chain Reaction 



Real-Time Quantitative PCR 

This assay monitors the accumulation of a DNA target, 

product from a PCR reaction, is measured as the 

reaction progresses…then  in “REAL TIME”  

 

 

It allows to quantify the amount of DNA  target in the 

sample  

 

 

 



 Data collection and analysis: the collected data are analyzed by the 

instrument software to produce an AMPLIFICATION PLOT 

 

 Quantification of target 

 PCR amplification reaction setup: The 

PCR reaction itself is modified to include 

either probes, which fluoresce when bound 

to the target DNA, or dyes (SybrGreen) 

that bind to double-stranded DNA 

 Reaction runs: A specialized 

thermocycler instrument detects the 

amplification of the target DNA during the 

PCR reaction and converts fluorescence 

into an amplification plot (curve) 

Real-Time Quantitative PCR 

STEPs  



Fluorescence from each sample is 

collected once each cycle during PCR, and 

plotted against cycle number (plot) 

 Initially, fluorescence remains at background level, even if the amplicons are 

accumulating exponentially 

At low cycle number, the fluorescence emitted represents background noise 

When the increase of fluorescence is linear, a threshold line can be used to 

divide the background level from the specific signal 

The difference between the total fluorescence emitted and the background is 

the fluorescence value typically displayed in an amplification plot 

The cycle number in which the amplification curve crosses the threshold line is 

called Ct (cycle threshold)  

Real-Time Quantitative PCR 

AMPLIFICATION PLOT 

During the exponential phase, the amount 

of amplicons doubles in each cycle .  

As the reaction proceeds, components are 

consumed, becoming limiting, and the 

reaction enters the plateau phase 

 

 What happens to FLUORESCENCE??  



 

 The Ct of a reaction is determined mainly by the amount of template present at 

the start of the amplification reaction 

 

 If large amount of DNA target is present, few amplification cycles will be 

required to accumulate enough product to give fluorescence signal above 

background 

 

Real-Time Quantitative PCR 

 Ct levels are inversely proportional to 

the amount of target nucleic acid in the 

sample (i.e. the lower the Ct level the 

greater the amount of target nucleic 

acid in the sample) 



Quantitative measurement of DNA target in environmental samples:  

ABSOLUTE QUANTIFICATION 

An absolute quantification can be obtained after 

establishing a STANDARD CURVE using a template of 

known amount (e.g. plasmid DNA, 16S rDNA ) 

   

To generate a standard curve, we have to amplify a 

sample of known concentration SERIALLY DILUTED  

 

We obtain the amplification plots, where the higher 

concentration of the template corresponds to the lower 

Ct 

 

To obtain a calibration line, Ct values and template 

concentrations must be reported on a graph 

 

The concentration of an unknown  sample can be 

extrapolated from its Ct on calibration line 

Calibration line 

Real-Time Quantitative PCR 



Study case 

Journal of Hazardous Materials 
Volume 323, Part A, 5 February 2017, Pages 426-433 

Aims of study  

 

To evaluate the  effect  of  UV/H2O2 disinfection process  on  the  potential  of  

antibiotic resistance transfer through   

(i) the  inactivation  of  an  antibiotic  resistant  E. coli  strain  

(ii) the  assessment  of  variation  of  some ARGs: blaTEM (lactams  resistance 

gene),  qnrS  (fluoroquinolones resistance gene) and  tetW (tetracyclines  

resistance  gene) 



Experimental design 

Specific  primers  were  designed  on  the  base  of  scientific  literature  and  used  for  

qualitative  and  quantitative  (qPCR)  PCR analyses: blaTEM,  qnrS,  tetW, 16S rRNA 

 

16S  rRNA  gene  was  used  as  normalizing  gene  for  all  experiments 

 

Standard curves were created following steps: (i) estimation of the genome size (the E. coli 

genome size was around 4.6Kbp); (ii) estimation of the genome mass; (iii) calculation of E. coli 

DNA mass containing the copy of interest; (iv) calculation of DNA concentration needed to 

achieve the copy of interest; (v) preparation of serial DNA dilutions to use for qPCR assay 

 

 

(Total DNA) 

 We investigated total DNA  and  DNA  

extracted from  cells  cultures  to  better  

understand  the  potential of  antibiotic 

resistance transfer  after  disinfection  

treatment 

Treated waters were monitored to detect  

bacterial inactivation and ARGs removal 



Results 

Qualitative  PCR  assays performed to assess  the  presence or  absence  of  

blaTEM, qnrS  and  tetW genes in  water  samples, spiked with  E.  coli  and  

exposed  to  UV/H2O2, revealed that only blaTEM gene  was  detected  in  total  

DNA  and  in  DNA  extracted from  cell  cultures 

 

The  effect  of the UV/H2O2 process resulted in the inactivation of antibiotic  

resistant  E.  coli with a maximum effect at 120 min 

The  main  inactivation  mechanism  of  bacteria  is  due to  the 

formation of ROS (Reactive Oxigen Species) attacking cell  

wall, cell membranes, DNA  

Qualitative  PCR  assays  

Cell inactivation 



Results 

Quantative  PCR  assays to  quantify  the  ARGs 

copy  number,  using  the  16S  rRNA  gene  as  standard 

qPCR  assays  revealed  only  few  or  undetectable  copies of  qnrS  and  

tetW  genes,  at  each  treatment  time,  in  total  DNA  and  in DNA  extracted  

from  cell  cultures 

blaTEM  gene in DNA  extracted  from  cell  cultures 

The  blaTEM gene  presence  was  detected  in  DNA  samples  up  to  90 min 

blaTEM  gene in total DNA  extracted   

blaTEM gene  was  detected, at  each  treatment  time, until  to  the  end of  

the  experiment  (300  min) 



 The  complete  inactivation  of  the spiked E. coli strain was  

observed  after disinfection treatment 

 

 DNA analysis revealed that no complete removal of blaTEM gene 

was reached with disinfection 

 

 The disinfection process  MAY  NOT  BE  EFFECTIVE  in  

controlling  the  potential  for  antibiotic resistance transfer,  at  least  

at  the  applied oxidant  dose  and  for  the  investigated  genes 

Conclusions 



Thanks for your 

attention 
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PCR  assay  

PCR  components with a unique and critical role: 

template DNA, primers, deoxynucleoside 

triphosphates, Taq polymerase and PCR buffer 

  

• Components are mixed in a tube and put in the thermocycler 

 

• A target DNA sequence can be amplified a billion fold 

in several hours 

• Taq polymerase is a thermostable DNA 

polymerase isolated from 

thermophilic bacterium Thermus aquaticus 

• Deoxynucleoside triphosphates are the molecular 

constituents of DNA (basis) 

• Oligonucleotide primers are synthesized DNAs that 

bind to template DNA 

•Mix buffer contains some salts and additives like 

magnesium to optimize reactions  



PCR  steps 

DENATURATION: In this step, the reaction is heated to 94-98°C for 15-30 

seconds  to  separate the double strand DNA template and primers  

 

ANNEALING: primers bind template, and polymerase bind to primer/template 

DNA complex 

 

ELONGATION: polymerase reads and copies the template, synthesizing a 

complementary strand 



Real Time PCR assay  

SYBR Green chemistry  

 SYBR Green is a dye that 

binds the minor groove of 

double stranded DNA 

When the DNA is denatured, 

the SYBR Green Dye floats 

free in the reaction mix 

 When DNA polymerization 

proceeds, SYBR Green binds 

to the double stranded 

product and fluoresces  

 As more double stranded 

amplicons are produced, 

SYBR Green dye signal will 

increase 

 

TaqMan probe   

 Probes are oligonucleotides added to the 

PCR mix 

 The probe is designed to anneal to a 

specific sequence of DNA target  between the 

forward and reverse primers 

 The probe is designed with a high-energy 

dye, named a Reporter (at the 5’ end), and a 

low-energy molecule named  a Quencher (at 

the 3’ end)  

 When this probe is intact, the Reporter dye’s 

emission is suppressed by the Quencher dye 

 During PCR amplification, when the Taq 

polymerase reaches the probe, the nuclease 

activity of the enzyme begins to remove the 

probe 

The cleavage of the probe begins and the 

Reporter starts to fluoresce as it is separated 

from Quencher 



To prepare a standard curve, using a gDNA, in which a gene of interest (16S rDNA) is 

present in different copies we have to:   

(i) estimate the genome size of the organism of interest: E. coli genome size is around 

4.6Kbp;  

(ii) estimate of the genome mass using the formula 

 

 

 

(iii) divide the mass of the genome by the copy number of the gene of interest per haploid 

genome (mass of genome in pg/2 copies per genome) 

(iv) calculate E. coli DNA mass containing the copy of gene interest   

 

 

(v) calculate E.coli DNA concentration needed to achieve the copy of interest 

(vi) prepare of serial DNA dilutions to use for qPCR assay 

Real Time PCR assay: absolute quantification   

Genomic DNA (gDNA)and plasmids containing cloned target sequences are  

commonly used as standards in quantitative PCR.  


